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The Ten Steps
!

NEW

Fernando J. Múñez, author of the
bestseller La cocinera de Castamar,
transports us to the medieval times,
where the characters will confront
ancient demons that still survive
among us: prejudices, irrational
ideas and immovable dogmas.
Isabel, a female character of
overwhelming strength, takes
a unique journey towards the
rediscovery of the woman she used
to be. She will draw the reader
into empathising with the bitter
experiences of her life.

HISTORICAL FICTION
Author: Fernando J. Múñez
Pages: 592
Published by: Planeta - Spanish
Sold to:
Porto Editora - Portuguese

A polyphonic story of characters,
loves and crimes that will lead the
protagonist to the unexpected, but
also to a reunion with a painful past
and a journey into his soul: a journey
which will challenge his principles
and threaten to destroy everything
he loves.

The setting is marvellous: the
fictional abbey of Urbión in the
year 1283, where life and death
intermingle at every step of the
protagonists, dancing among
mysteries that conceal a sacred
instrument that could change the
course of Christianity.

Other
title

Kingdom of Castile, 1283 A.D. Alvar León de Lara, cardinal of the curia, returns at the request of his former mentor to the abbey
that was his home, which he left twenty years earlier with his soul broken by an impossible love. His master wishes to reveal to him
something that will change the course of Christianity. However, Alvar's arrival will unleash tragedy: enigmas behind hidden doors,
unexplained crimes, symbols that lead to clues and clues that lead to traps. A dizzying descent that will bring him face to face with
the woman who tore his heart out, the intransigence of cowards, the struggle to remain among the living and, finally, the Ten Steps.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Fernando J. Múñez is
a writer, screenwriter
and film director. In
addition, he has a degree
in Philosophy from the
Universidad Complutense
de Madrid and a degree
in Cinematography from
the RockPort College
International Workshop
(Maine, USA).
He began his career as a
filmmaker in Advertising.
Since 2002, he has
published about fifty
books within the field
of children's and young
people's literature. In 2005
he founded the production
company Fenix Imagine,
in which he produced and
directed his first feature
film: Las Nornas. With his
first novel, La Cocinera de
Castamar, he entered in
the panorama of adult
literature with a masterful
work.
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The Cook of Castamar
TV Series on Antena 3 and Netflix.
“Highly recommended”
Anne Jacobs

“Castamar gives its name to a novel
that will remain engraved in your
heart.”
Luz Gabas

“A wonderful story told through the
fascinating language of gastronomy”
María Dueñas

WOMEN’S FICTION / HISTORICAL
Fortuna Libri - Czech
Author: Fernando J. Múñez
Fortuna Libri - Slovak
Pages: 768
Published by: Planeta - Spanish
Sold to:
C. Bertelsmann Verlag - German
Park Uitgevers - Dutch
Porto Editora - Portuguese
Znak – Polish
Prozoretz Publishing House - Bulgarian
Alma Littera - Lithuania
Leduc - France
Storytel - Russia
Dioptra - Greece

This is a novel that links the
gastronomic world with a
passionate love story. The main
character conquers the Duke's
heart through her delicious
dishes.
Strong female character that
battles with her own insecurities
and against the world. The author
captured masterfully the essence
of such a character like her.

More than
85.000 copies
sold

This novel tells the story of an agoraphobic cook, at the house of a Spanish nobleman whose heart she conquers, against all odds.
Clara, the main character, lives in her own small universe, the kitchen of Castamar, where the only windows to the outside world
are the dishes she cooks with so much passion. But she also is an independent woman, who knows how to read and write and who
lives on her own, in a world full of enemies and lies. The Duke of Castamar, on the other hand, is a young widower who lost his
beloved wife in an accident, a modern man for his times… The characters of the novel are very beautifully drawn, the setting shows
a tremendous amount of research. The recipes grant additional value to the book, inspiring us with lovely descriptions of the kitchen
scenery, the smells and the ingredients of the dishes, very much in the style of Laura Esquivel’s Como agua para chocolate. Yet, at
the same time, with all its mysteries, intrigues and surprising twists, takes a new turn on sagas like Downton Abbey.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Fernando J. Múñez is
a writer, screenwriter
and film director. In
addition, he has a degree
in Philosophy from the
Universidad Complutense
de Madrid and a degree
in Cinematography from
the RockPort College
International Workshop
(Maine, USA). He began
his career as a filmmaker
in Advertising. Since 2002,
he has published about
fifty books within the field
of children's and young
people's literature. In 2005
he founded the production
company Fenix Imagine,
in which he produced and
directed his first feature
film: Las Nornas. With his
first novel, La Cocinera de
Castamar, he entered in
the panorama of adult
literature with a masterful
work.
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The Wind that Blows Wild
!

NEW

An unforgettable protagonist. The
main character, Veronica, is an
epic and powerful heroine who
seduces the reader. Her richness
stems from her contradictions: she
is manipulative, a liar, selfish and
pragmatic, but at the same time
she is free, sophisticated, intelligent
and dreamy, and therefore deeply
captivating.

The novel is an exquisite recreation
of the first years of the 20th century
in Malaga, of a summer that is a
symbol of all summers, when society
began to discover leisure on the
beaches.

The depth of the characters and the
plot are presented in a fluid and
elegant prose. It is an enjoyable,
critical and passionate read.
LITERARY FICTION
Author: Pilar Pascual
Pages: 288
Published by:
Espasa Editorial – Spanish

Thirty years after Veronica's death, it is revealed to her daughter that she was murdered, that everyone in her family knew and kept
quiet. Olivia revisits her memories of adolescence, wondering who might have had the motive to kill her that summer of 1918 when
her mother challenged the norms of Spanish society and changed the family forever. The taste for gardens, hedonism, parties, all
coexist in the disconcerting and powerful figure of Veronica. Olivia, as she witnesses the discovery of her own sexuality that summer, strives to understand her mother's reactions and motivations. Thus, Veronica will move hopelessly towards her fateful end,
which surrounds an impeccable and fatal plot with unexpected consequences.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Pilar Pascual has a degree
in Hispanic Philology
and a master's degree
in Advanced Publishing
Studies, completing her
training with studies
in Fine Arts. Since her
professional beginnings,
she has divided her time
between illustration
and writing, tasks that
sometimes go hand in
hand in her publications.
She has written and
illustrated numerous
works in children's and
young adult literature,
including the tetralogy
Mundo Sueño and De
pronto una estrella. In adult
fiction, two biographies
published in Spain, Italy
and France about two
unique women: Colette
and Lise Meitner.
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The Flight of the Dragonfly
!

NEW

A fresh novel, with a dose of
romance, adventure, passion,
exoticism, and humanity.
By the best seller author of The Look
of Absence.
About the author:

A heart-warming love story with
endearing main characters.

WOMEN’S FICTION
Author: Ana Iturgaiz
Pages: 320
Published by:
Roca Editorial - Spanish

Other
titles

Marta arrives in Vietnam to write a travel guide. For her it is much more than a simple assignment: it is her first opportunity to make
a name for herself in the publishing house where she works. And to achieve this, she does not intend to limit herself to talk about
paradisiacal beaches or places photographed millions of times. But she never thought that the opportunity to get to know the real
Vietnam would come in the form of a Vietnamese handicraft entrepreneur and three little orphans. Dan, the son of a Spanish embassy worker in Hanoi, has given up living in Spain to settle in the country of his mother's family. It has been five years since he left
his partner and job to embark on a business with the intention of improving the lives and resources of many of his compatriots. The
problems in his company keep growing, especially when he must take care of three children and a stranger. The five of them will
embark on a journey in which they will discover friendship and love, but also helplessness and the certainty that destiny is not easy
to deceive.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Ana Iturgaiz graduated
in History and works in
the world of libraries and
archives. Old books and
documents are part of
her life. In her private life,
she loves documentation,
places with an interesting
past and old photographs
that she captures in her
stories. In 2010 she was
a finalist of the 2010
Romantic Novel Prize
organized by Ediciones
B with the work Bajo las
estrellas. After some years
of silence and thanks to
her interest in all topics
related to History, in her
novel, La mirada de la
ausencia, she decided to
focus on her literary career
and claim herself as a
writer of historical novel.
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The Look of Absence
A fascinating and well documented
historical novel with romantic
overtones set in the Bilbao of the
late nineteenth century with a
strong female protagonist.

Widely documented, signed by an
author who works in the world of
archives and who has access to a
profuse documentation on the era
she portrays in this novel.

A perfect portrait of the aspirations
and failures of men and women
from the end of the nineteenth
century.

WOMEN’S FICTION / HISTORICAL
Author: Ana Iturgaiz
Pages: 384
Published by:
Roca Editorial - Spanish

About the author:

Other
titles

The 21st of February of 1874 the Carlist army surrounds the city of Bilbao. In this besieged city are Javier Garay, a photographer of
erotic postcards, and Inés Otaola, an unemployed ironer, to whom hunger will force to be Javier’s model. However, Javier's aspirations do not happen to stay in the besieged city but to act as a war reporter for the most important newspapers in the country and
achieve the success he has always wanted. The occasion comes when the liberal government proposes the possibility of infiltrating
behind the enemy lines and he takes the opportunity without hesitation. What he does not imagine is that Ines will drag him to the
battle field. In the midst of destruction, both become the shelter of one another. However, the war and the suspicions of the military
will manage to separate them.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Ana Iturgaiz graduated
in History and works in
the world of libraries and
archives. Old books and
documents are part of
her life. In her private life,
she loves documentation,
places with an interesting
past and old photographs
that she captures in her
stories. In 2010 she was
a finalist of the 2010
Romantic Novel Prize
organized by Ediciones
B with the work Bajo las
estrellas. After some years
of silence and thanks to
her interest in all topics
related to History, in her
novel, La mirada de la
ausencia, she decided to
focus on her literary career
and claim herself as a
writer of historical novel.
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The Bonfires of Heaven
A well documented, emotional and
gripping novel full of intrigue and
love.
An extraordinary story about the
creation of the world’s largest
observatory and one woman’s
determination to become an
astronomer in the 20th century.

About the author:

The fictional stories of the main
characters combine perfectly with
the real stories of the astronomers
of Mount Wilson Observatory.
WOMEN’S FICTION /
SUSPENSE
Author: Yolanda Fidalgo
Pages: 352
Published by:
Roca Editorial – Spanish

Other
title

What would you be willing to sacrifice to get what you want? How much could you lie? An extraordinary historical novel about the
creation of the world’s biggest observatory and the great astronomical discoveries of the first half of the 20th century. Los Angeles,
May 1910. On the same night when the Earth goes through Comet Halley’s tail, known as “The Destructor”, some- thing terrible
happens in the house of the twins Henry and Ellie Blur that makes them run away. They go to Mount Wilson, where the world’s
biggest observatory is. Under the transparent sky, they will find their destiny, even love. Until one of them disappears.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Yolanda Fidalgo studied
Touristic Business at the
University of Salamanca,
but her passion has always
been books. In Madrid
she founded her own
book binding workshop,
which she still maintains.
She usually writes poetry,
until some time ago she
tried with narrative, after
winning the Essay Prize
for entrepreneurial ideas
in Aldeamayor (Valladolid)
in 2013. She has been a
finalist in the Manuel J.
Peláez 2016 Short Story
Prize, La Felguera 2016,
and in Tudela 2017. She
currently resides with her
family in Moraleja del Vino
(Zamora), and spends all
the time she can afford
writing. Her first published
novel is Más allá de los
volcanes, winner of the
Marta de Mont Marçal
International Narrative
Award.
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In Barcino
The expected second part of an
intriguing story about a dazzling
period that can be read without
reading the first book.
Maria Carme Roca, winner of the
Premi Prudenci Bertrana, one of
the most prestigious catalan prices,
shows us the story of a brave and
singular woman with a hidden past
and a relentless enemy.

HISTORICAL FICTION
Author: Maria Carme Roca
Pages: 400
Published by:
Planeta – Spanish
Columna Edicions - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

About the author:

Other
titles

Minicia is almost 25 years old when she suffers the contempt of her father, Lucio Minicio Natal Quadronio Vero, governor of
proconsular Africa (152-154 A.D.) and winner of the Olympic Quadriga’s race of the year 129 A.D. The reason for his rejection:
Minicia had been the secret lover of Theseus when she was very young, before Theseus died competing, precisely, against her father
in a quadriga’s race. The noble Minicio cannot consent this and even less that his daughter has had a son with the man he hates, the
slave of Dacian origin who mortified and marked his life since they were children. Puzzled by the news, since Minicia thought she
had gotten rid of the baby (she didn't know anything about her lover's authentic identity and when she finds out she can't stand the
idea of having

a son of the man who betrayed her), she will have to undertake a long search to find who is responsible for ensuring
the lineage of Theseus and fulfil his revenge that affects not only her, but the entire empire.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Maria Carme Roca is a
historian and philologist,
has been professionally
dedicated to writing
since 1997. Since then,
she has published over
fifty books. Her work is
aimed at children and
youth as well as adults.
She often combines her
two passions, History and
Literature, and writes
historical novels. In 2006
she won the Néstor Luján
Prize with Intrigues de
Palau (2006, Columna
Edicions). Her novels El
Monestir proscrit (2008,
Columna Edicions), Barcino
(2009, Columna Edicions),
Escollida pels déus (2011,
Columna) and L’Enigma
Colom (2014, Columna
Edicions) have captivated
thousands of readers.
www.mcarmeroca.cat
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The Lighthouse
Winner of the 51st Premi Prudenci
Bertrana 2018, one of the most
prestigious awards in catalan
literature.
An interesting scenery that will
make you want to pack your bags
and find the lighthouse.

WOMEN’S FICTION
Author: Maria Carme Roca
Pages: 352
Published by:
Columna Edicions - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

A journey full of emotions in a time
and space that reveals one of the
most unknown and interesting
places in the world: the lighthouse
on the island of Buda.
About the author:

Other
titles

During a family celebration, Diana finds out that her mother, Cinta, is not the person who seems to be. What is the secret that she
hides? Diana thinks that the time has come to face her. But for this she will have to go back to her family’s origins on the island of
Buddha and its emblematic metal lighthouse, the tallest in the world when it was built in 1864.
"It was not the first time that they escaped into the lighthouse, that lighthouse that became blind and agonizing, but it would be
the last. They had just promised, right there, in the cold shelter that resisted the pounding waves. They had enough of hiding and
bearing a furtive love. Going to the Buddha lighthouse, which they considered as their own, had been an added incentive to their
reckless encounters. But the game was over, and now they faced the tough uncertainty that they would see each other again."

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Maria Carme Roca is a
historian and philologist,
has been professionally
dedicated to writing
since 1997. Since then,
she has published over
fifty books. Her work is
aimed at children and
youth as well as adults.
She often combines her
two passions, History and
Literature, and writes
historical novels. In 2006
she won the Néstor Luján
Prize with Intrigues de
Palau (2006, Columna
Edicions). Her novels El
Monestir proscrit (2008,
Columna Edicions), Barcino
(2009, Columna Edicions),
Escollida pels déus (2011,
Columna) and L’Enigma
Colom (2014, Columna
Edicions) have captivated
thousands of readers.
www.mcarmeroca.cat
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Star Tasting
Author winner of the Premi Néstor
Luján.
A strong female character with
enough strength and determination
to build an empire of cava.
About the author:

A marvelous portrait of an epoque
through a family’s history.

WOMEN’S FICTION
Author: Joaquim Molina
Pages: 512
Published by:
Columna Edicions - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Other
titles

In the year 1982, Josep Maria has just announced that his mother Francisca Ricou died. She was an implacable woman who was able
to create and manage a cava empire. A mysterious letter, which seems like an old blackmail, will take Josep Maria to stir in the family
past while struggling with a complicated present. In 1934, death threats to the Raventós family sparked the atmosphere in Sant
Sadurní d’Anoia that began to live the communist and anarchist outbreak. Francisca lives with her father, an alcoholic who mistreats
her and is not able to carry out her property. They survive by selling their grapes to the big ones, but she has a dream, she wants to
make her own cava and is determined to do it

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Joaquim Molina graduated
in Geography and
History, and completed
his university studies in
the UK and Germany. He
works as a translator and
language teacher, and
combines this activity with
the teaching of History
and Art History to «A level»
students. He currently lives
and works in Badalona. He
has published “Els ulls de
al·là” and “La Rosa entre els
llops”, the novel that won
the Premi Nèstor Luján de
Novel·la Històrica 2014 for
best historical fiction.
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The Expected Rain
Winner of VI Marta de Mont Marçal
International Narrative Award 2019
The author breaks into the narrative
scene with an ambitious novel
that combines mystery, loyalty,
adventure and love.

About the author:

A delightful read, narrated in a fast
and fresh language that will not
leave readers indifferent.

WOMEN’S FICTION
Author: Myriam Imedio
Pages: 336
Published by:
Roca Editorial – Spanish

Other
title

Afghanistan, 6th century AD C. An elderly monk receives Xincheng in his cave, a beautiful and strong young woman who has reached
him through the Silk Road. It is the first KIU of twenty-eight men and women who will follow what she is about to start. Nowadays:
Rain wakes up startled, her mother forces her to get up, have breakfast and go to the beach house. The indications are concise: she
will enter and close with a key, she will go to the library, she will look for a copy of The Picture of Dorian Gray and she will pull it,
the door of a secret room will open through which she will enter with a code. Once inside, she will have to locate the box number
eighteen and place the palm of her hand on it, what is inside is hers. Stunned and reluctantly, Rain goes to the beach and everything
happens as her mother had told her; Inside the box is a manuscript: The Expected Rain, which she immediately begins to read. Will
she be prepared to discover the truth?

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Myriam Imedio graduated
in Journalism, she has
worked for years as a
copywriter on websites
and various media
at local level and on
Valencian television
Punt2. She worked in
Malta on research and
communication of cultural
projects between the
countries of the European
Union. Her first novel was
self-published on Amazon:
The seventh point of Selleck,
that for months was in the
Top100 of the best-selling
fiction books in Spain
and Mexico. The expected
Rain is her second novel
with which she has been
proclaimed winner of the
VI Marta de Mont Marçal
International Narrative
Prize.
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The Prison
Winner of VII Marta de Mont Marçal
International Narrative Award 2020
Fourteen contestants. Two murders.
A cold and heartless reality show.
A carefully crafted prose that, along
with great dialogues, makes this
thriller a page-turner.

THRILLER / SUSPENSE
Author: Alicia G. Garcia
272 pages
Published by:
Roca Editorial - Spanish

About the author:

Other
title

Valeria, one of the contestants of the reality show ‘The Prison’, is found dead in her cell. In the middle of the astonishment and
chaos, Vera, the production manager, takes the rein of the situation and believes that, no matter what, the news shall be kept in
secret until the end of the show. The show’s director and the writer who found the body, think it will be impossible to keep the
secret, in addition to considering it ethically atrocious. Only Alina, the management’s assistant, trusts in Vera’s power and ability
to manipulate the public and lead them to where the screenwriters want. So, after several changes in the script, they get the
expected results and the only ones who discretely wander in the crime scene are the police’s deputy inspectors Rodrigo Arrieta and
Alejandro Suárez. Many visits to the offices, staff interviews and the need for someone to guide them through the corridors give
way to the relationship between deputy inspector Arrieta and Alina, who end up looking for excuses to meet. Little by little, with
an investigation that advances slowly, the police find clues, but these findings don’t help much with the murder. A second murder
makes everything worst.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Alicia G. Garcia’s first novel
Buenos días was awarded
in March 2009 at the
Princesa Galiana contest
organized by the city
council of Toledo. In 2014,
she published Y por fin, el
silencio, a detective novel
that reached the top sales
positions in Amazon for
several months. In 2014
she began her incursion
into the children’s world
with Bernarda la dragona
y el secreto del bosque
published by EDEBE
Chile, and in Spain by the
publisher El attic. This
children’s adventure would
continue with Beatriz
y el mundo de los seres
fantásticos, also published
by EDEBE Chile and Diario
de un caracol que sabia
leer.
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Great Bird of Silence
A novel of love and mystery in the
most ignored Barcelona of the late
nineteenth century.
Intrigues, class struggles, murders,
family secrets and furtive loves
blend in a story where ambitions,
envy and passions will move the
characters through Barcelona from
the end of the nineteenth century

LITERARY FICTION
Author: Africa Ragel
Pages: 304
Published by:
Empuries Narrativa - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

About the author:

Other
title

In 1880, on the occasion of the funeral of little Angela, two preteens meet and fall in love with each other. It is between Guillem,
Angela's brother, and Alastair, daughter of a rich Scottish resident in Barcelona and Elisabeth, a woman attracted by spiritualism,
a tendency very typical of the time, who lived with the cult of scientific progress. The relationship between the two teenagers and
Guillem's attempts of communicating with his deceased sister will be the axes of a delicate novel of love and mystery with the
background the Barcelona of modernism, which prepares the Universal Exhibition, which is experiencing the emergence of the first
feminism, the Discovery of the first opiates and which is witnessing how spiritual currents emerge strongly.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

África Ragel studied
Catalan Philology and
made a Master's degree
in literary creation at
Pompeu Fabra University.
These studies helped her
to see literature from
another point of view
and to consolidate her
personality as a writer.
She has five children
and continues studying,
teaching and making
corrections.
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The Day that Josep Pla Slapped Adolf Hitler
!

NEW

Premi Ferran Canyameres, 2020
Francesc Puigpelat is one of the
most awarded authors in Spain.
He has won fifteen prizes, including
the Charlemagne Prize (2019)
and the City of Alzira Prize (2021).

About the author:

A creative and bizarre novel.

THRILLER
Author: Francesc Puigpelat
Pages: 378
Published by:
Pagès editors – Catalan

Other
title

On 9 August 1936, on the stage of the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, in front of ninety-five thousand people preparing to salute the
German anthem, Josep Pla, Catalan writer and journalist, slapped Adolf Hitler in the face. This is the starting point and the culmination of the strange story told in this book. It is told in the first person by Clara Capell, a private detective from Barcelona who finds
herself immersed in the most bizarre case of her career, with such scattered elements as the literary rivalry between Josep Pla and
Josep Maria de Sagarra, the search for the Holy Grail, a couple of murders carried out by professionals and, above all, the charismatic talent of Aly Janskovicz, a German Jewess obsessively pursued by Hitler.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Francesc Puigpelat is a
writer and journalist. He
has published around forty
books, including L’amant de
Rebis (City of Palma Prize,
2017), La pista d’una morta
(Gregal Prize, 2017), Magret
i els anarquistes (Agusti
Vehí Prize, 2017), El retorn
de Macbeth (Ciutat d’Alzira
Prize, 2013) and Els Llops
(Carlemany Prize, 2005).
He also writes children’s
and YA books, including
Romeo i Julieta. Segona
part (Ramon Muntaner
Prize, 2014), El nen que va
xatejar amb Jack Sparrow
(Atrapallibres Prize, 2016),
La nena que es va convertir
en mòbil (Folch i Torres
Prize, 2016), La ciutat
secreta del Toubkal (Gran
Angular Prize, 2017), La
Banda dels Llunàtics (Vicent
Silvestre Prize, 2020) and
L'estrany cas del detectiu
Arsène Lutin (2021).
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Down the stairs
Escales avall is a three-part
biography of three generations of
women in a family, and a journey
through the history of Catalonia
from the 1930s to the months
leading up to October 1, 2017, at
the peak of the pro-independence
movement.

CONTEMPORARY FICTION
Author: Cinta Arasa
Pages: 288
Published by:
Columna Edicions – Catalan

One day between the spring and summer of 2017, Maria Cinta and Laia are trying to locate Montse on her mobile phone. The two,
who are her mother and daughter respectively, have a good reason to call her but she has a good reason not to take the call. She
turns off the phone. She is waiting for a piece of news of which, until she has full confirmation, she means to ignore the world.
During the hours in which they can't talk, the three women— grandmother, daughter, and granddaughter — review their own lives,
each their own, and the three walk through the memories of the other two, and secrets, lights, shadows, and lies. Truths, pains and
joys are seen from the three points of view, showing edges and roundings, questioning the veracity of the story about the very life of
the self.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Totosa, 1978. She has a
degree in Political Science
and Administration. She
is the author of several
narrative titles, especially
children's and young adult
literature.
She has recently
published: La Paraula
màgica (2018) i El Gla, un
aprenent d'esquirol (2019).
In 2013 she received
the Premi Enric Valor of
juvenile narrative with the
title Vaig fer la maleta un
dia de juny (2014). Some
of her works have been
translated and published
in Spanish and Occitan.
She has also published
the novel for adults Arran
de l'Ebre (2009) and has
participated in several
compilations of narrative
and poetry.
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It watches
A riveting thriller that puts the
reader in the middle of the asturian
mountains.

Winner of the 2021 Mont Marçal
award

Athmospheric and fast paced. It
watches is impossible to put down.
About the author:

THRILLER
Author: Amelia de Dios
Romero
Pages: 320
Published by:
Roca Editorial – Spainsh

Olivia returns to Caberu's house, in the Asturian mountains, a year after the accident that took Guillermo's life and from which she
still hasn't recovered. Since she arrived, every night she thinks she hears his voice warning her to get out of there and run away,
because there is someone watching her to harm her. She puts it down to the stress of returning to the place where it all happened
and tries to rationalize, but the truth is that some very hard to explain things are happening.
With the surly character of some locals, like Camilo, a man who lives alone since his grandmother disappeared and with whom Guillermo shared a passion for motorcycles, but every time he sees Olivia he behaves more sullen, practically inviting her to disappear.
Time will do the rest, and las Olivia will follows clues and ties up loose ends, all hell breaks threatens to wreck her life.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

A marketing and
communications specialist,
Amelia de Dios Romero is
a true citizen of the world:
she was born in Madrid,
studied in Paris (Sorbonne
University) and has lived
and worked in Madrid,
Caracas, London, Paris
and New York. In 2010, her
groundbreaking work with
the Girl Scouts of the USA
earned her the Mujeres
Destacadas (Outstanding
Women) award, given each
year by the newspaper
El diario La Prensa to
professionals whose work
has a positive impact on
the Hispanic community.
Her first novel, Hasta que
la verdad te encuentra
(self-published in 2015),
won first prize in the
International Latino
Book Awards (First Novel
category).
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Magda Ventura Series
The Herat Conspiracy
Second book of the fast paced
Magda Ventura Series.
An unusual and restless journalist,
who will do anything to solve an
investigation while dealing with the
devils of her past.

About the author:

Bestselling author returns to his
most recent publishing success.

CRIME / THRILLER
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Pages: 368
Published by:
Catedral Noir - Spanish
Univers - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Other
title

A burnt car. An unrecognizable body. A mother devastated by the death of her son. And one last testimony, a diary with some
very compromising lines. While investigating the involvement of a pharmaceutical laboratory in the death of a young man, Magda
Ventura receives disturbing news: the soldier who survived with her in the Taliban attack in Herat has murdered one of the officers
who then were at the Spanish base. Sensing that something else is behind the incident, Magda travels to the prison in Malaga to
meet with her. What the ex-soldier tells her reopens her wounds and makes her face the ghosts of the past. Risking her life again in
her work as an investigative journalist, without forgetting the mystery of the death of the young guinea pig of the pharmacist, Magda
will discover a dark plot born in Herat and consolidated today as one of the most powerful drug trafficking networks in the world.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Jordi Sierra i Fabra is
one of the most popular
authors in Spain and has
sold more than thirteen
million books sold and
forty literary prizes. He
has created the Jordi
Sierra i Fabra Foundation
in Spain and the Taller de
Letras Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation in Colombia.
The Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation was awarded
with the Medal of Honor
of the City of Barcelona.
He has received several
prizes such as the National
Award for Youth Literature;
he has been a candidate
for the Andersen Prize;
he received the Cervantes
Chico Prize. He also
deserved the Gold Medal
of Fine Arts and in 2018
he was granted with the
honorable Creu de Sant
Jordi. He has recently
received the Gold Medal of
Fine Arts.
www.sierraifabra.com
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Magda Ventura Series
The Coltan Conspiracy
First book of the fast paced Magda
Ventura Series.
An unusual and restless journalist,
who will do anything to solve an
investigation while dealing with the
devils of her past.

About the author:

A journey to society’s darkest edges
of the contemporary Barcelona.

CRIME / THRILLER
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Pages: 288
Published by:
Catedral Noir - Spanish
Univers - Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Other
title

In this first book, Magda Ventura, an investigative journalist, discovers what might become the most important case of her career. A
case that may cost her life. Magda’s life has not been easy. Apart from her work that always makes her go through the dark edges of
society, she has lost her partner, who was murdered just before their wedding, and she was also a victim of an attack in Afghanistan.
Now she must meet a high-class call girl that wants to tell her something very important. But she arrives late. The woman is dead,
apparently due to a high-risk sexual practice. From this moment on, Magda enters the world of high-class prostitution, powerful
people, and foul play, and discovers an international complot about to explode. So far, she has got no clues, unless she puts herself
in the bullseye. And if that was not enough, Magda also must resolve her personal issues with her current lover and with a family
that has always considered her a rare breed.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Jordi Sierra i Fabra is
one of the most popular
authors in Spain and has
sold more than thirteen
million books sold and
forty literary prizes. He
has created the Jordi
Sierra i Fabra Foundation
in Spain and the Taller de
Letras Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation in Colombia.
The Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation was awarded
with the Medal of Honor
of the City of Barcelona.
He has received several
prizes such as the National
Award for Youth Literature;
he has been a candidate
for the Andersen Prize;
he received the Cervantes
Chico Prize. He also
deserved the Gold Medal
of Fine Arts and in 2018
he was granted with the
honorable Creu de Sant
Jordi. He has recently
received the Gold Medal of
Fine Arts.
www.sierraifabra.com
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Fascination
Jordi Sierra i Fabra has sold more
than 13 million copies.
Agile and well-organised narration
with a final unexpected twist that
will generate addiction page to page.
About the author:

A powerful thriller of great
relevance: the objectification of
women, corruption, new politicians,
poorly paid jobs and the crisis.

THRILLER
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Pages: 304
Published by:
Harper Collins – Spanish

Other
title

A woman is thrown at night into the Llobregat river in Barcelona. She is naked, she has been beaten and killed. She is young and
much more than pretty: she is isturbingly beautiful. Even dead, is evident that she causes fascination. The two inspectors in charge
of the case will soon understand that, precisely that beauty, is the cause of her death. While the investigation begins, trying to
discover the identity of the dead woman, five people move through the pages of this hypnotic and absorbing thriller, each hiding
something, each with its secret behind and its guilt in the soul. Which one is the killer? The police investigation and the five suspects
will soon meet. Only then will we understand Eva’s drama and why she has paid with her life for the price of her beauty.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Jordi Sierra i Fabra is
one of the most popular
authors in Spain and has
sold more than thirteen
million books sold and
forty literary prizes. He
has created the Jordi
Sierra i Fabra Foundation
in Spain and the Taller de
Letras Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation in Colombia.
The Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation was awarded
with the Medal of Honor
of the City of Barcelona.
He has received several
prizes such as the National
Award for Youth Literature;
he has been a candidate
for the Andersen Prize;
he received the Cervantes
Chico Prize. He also
deserved the Gold Medal
of Fine Arts and in 2018
he was granted with the
honorable Creu de Sant
Jordi. He has recently
received the Gold Medal of
Fine Arts.
www.sierraifabra.com
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Inspector Mascarell Series
!

NEW

A riveting detective series of books featuring the former
republican inspector Miquel Mascarell in an unknown noir
Barcelona during Franco’s dictatorship. The style is direct and
agile, with constant dialogues and a cinematic tone.

Ten years since
the first volume
was published.
Each novel is a
page-turner.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

THRILLER
Author: Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Pages: 304
Published by:
Penguin Random House
– Spanish

OVER 200.000
COPIES SOLD

About the author:
Jordi Sierra i Fabra is
one of the most popular
authors in Spain and has
sold more than thirteen
million books sold and
forty literary prizes. He
has created the Jordi
Sierra i Fabra Foundation
in Spain and the Taller de
Letras Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation in Colombia.
The Jordi Sierra i Fabra
Foundation was awarded
with the Medal of Honor
of the City of Barcelona.
He has received several
prizes such as the National
Award for Youth Literature;
he has been a candidate
for the Andersen Prize;
he received the Cervantes
Chico Prize. He also
deserved the Gold Medal
of Fine Arts and in 2018
he was granted with the
honorable Creu de Sant
Jordi. He has recently
received the Gold Medal of
Fine Arts.
www.sierraifabra.com
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I Can Explain It

What, when and how to talk about ‘it’ with your children

!

NEW

The author is a well-known blogger,
psychologist, sexologist and couple
therapist.
This book is the result of everything
the author has gathered in her
workshops with families over the
years, of the consultations she
has received and of course of an
exhaustive documentation work.

About the author:

Hilarious and well explained
throught funny illustrations.

PARENTING
Author: Mamen Jiménez
Pages: 240
Published by: Oberon - Spanish

Other
title

One day you are happily making your offspring and suddenly, a few years later, it is your child who is asking you the details of the
process. Are they too young to tell them about certain things? Are we giving them ideas or more information than they need? What
happens if they touch themselves? Mamen Jiménez, psychologist, sexologist, and couple therapist, tells you clearly -and with a
touch of humour- so that you can tell your little one about it, so that you can accompany them in their affective-sexual development
naturally, without embarrassment and without breaking out in a sweat when they ask you certain things. Here you will find answers
to both their questions and yours, as well as a good number of tools for tackling this subject at home, together.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Mamen Jiménez is a
psychologist, sexologist,
couple therapist and
illustrator. Author of
three books, Amor con
ojeras (Lunwerg, 2016),
Gustirrinín (Ed. Minis,
2018) and 50 sombras de
mami (Lunwerg, 2019). It
was her own motherhood
that led her to open a
blog where she combined
her experience as a
mother and psychologist,
seasoned with humour
and her own illustrations.
Shortly afterwards she
received the Madresfera
award for best Humour
blog. In addition to her
work in her psychology
centre in Madrid, she
gives talks and workshops
nationwide.
www.lapsicomami.com
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Piece by Piece
The incredible story of the boy who
built himself a prosthetic arm with Lego
pieces.
This book is the latest example of the
determination of a boy to take part in
countless solidarity projects to fight
against the stigma of disability and
bullying.

!

NEW

Click here

Author: Ferran Aguilar
& David Aguilar
240 pages
Format: 14,2 x 21,5 cm.
Published by:
Penguin Random House - Spanish
Sold to:
Amazon Crossing - English
Beijin Yuchen Culture - S. Chinese
Key words: Overcoming,
Disability, Bullying
Material in Spanish

In this book, David Aguilar narrates, in a fresh and friendly voice, how he built his first
Lego arm and many other stories that teach us the most important lesson he has
learned: there is no better prosthesis than love.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

David Aguilar has won the Lego Masters
France competition, studies bioengineering,
was the face of Lego, entered the Guinness
Book of Records and stars in a documentary,
Mr. Hand Solo, which has won Best
Documentary Feature in the Boston
Sci Film
Festival 2021.
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Educating Against Bullying
!

NEW

Tools and activities to prevent and
detect bullying in schools.
Claudia Bruna, parenting coach,
brings her knowledge and experience
to a conflict that is a scourge for
children and adolescents and, in
many cases, marks children for life.

About the author:

This book is aimed at parents,
educators and all children in general,
whether the child is the victim, the
aggressor or the witness, because
only by tackling bullying from all
angles will we be able to improve
relationships in school and beyond.
PARENTING
Author: Claudia Bruna
Illustrator: Albalez
Pages: 260
Published by:
Alba Editorial - Spanish

Other
title

The role of parents in the prevention and detection of bullying is essential. Educating in a conscious and attentive manner
undoubtedly helps children to build healthy and positive relationships. This book is a support manual full of simple tools and
activities to prevent, identify and stop bullying behaviour. It offers valuable information on what bullying is and is not, what are the
different types of bullying, the role of the aggressor, the victim and the witness... and even has a section on self-defence for victims.
The multiple activities offered serve to acquire a greater knowledge of children, to strengthen bonds, to understand their needs and
desires... These powerful tools help to transform and improve behaviour and relationships.

Claudia Bruna holds
a degree in Business
Administration and
Management from the
Universitat Pompeu
Fabra (Barcelona). For ten
years she has worked in
multinational companies,
in the field of marketing
and sales and, years
later, as a consultant,
supporting management
and leadership
development. As a result
of her experience as a
mother she trained as a
Professional Co-Active
Coach (CPCC, ACC). She
also studied NLP (Institut
Gestalt, Barcelona),
Systemic Coaching (DS
Humano, Madrid) and
Coaching for Adolescents
(The Coaching Academy,
London). She is the author
of Descubriendo a Matías
(2015).
www.claudiabruna.com

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com
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Raising from the Heart

Honest solutions from childhood to adolescence
!

NEW

After the success of their previous
books, Beatriz M. Muñoz and Nitdia
Aznárez, bring Raising from the
heart, a family guide to educate in
a more conscious way, through the
symbiosis of Montessori, positive
discipline and the connection with
oneself and nature.

PARENTING
Authors: Beatriz M. Muñoz
& Nitdia Aznarez
Pages: 288
Published by: Grijalbo - Spanish

In this new approach, they offer tools and respectful solutions for our little ones to be more
autonomous and responsible, and especially for each member of the family to find their
place, so that they grow up feeling seen and loved unconditionally. For this, it is necessary
that adults also cultivate the connection with their inner child, because if we want to face
the daily challenges and needs of our sons and daughters with honesty, we will have to
start by taking care of and understanding ourselves. With this comprehensive manual, we
will learn how to leave behind punishments, rewards and all practices that do not cultivate
unconditional love, and how to build a safe, encouraging, and calm family environment for
our children, from early childhood to adolescence, without losing the focus of compassion
and benevolence towards ourselves.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:

About the author:

Beatriz M. Muñoz is the
mother of three girls
and has a long career in
Montessori education.
When she began to
apply Maria Montessori's
method in her own home,
she learned to trust more
in her daughters. In 2013
she wanted to share the
educational activities she
carried out with them
and created Tigriteando.
com, the reference blog
to apply the Montessori
pedagogy at home that
already has numerous
awards, including the Best
Parenting Blog 2016.
Since 2015, she also
teaches on-site and online
courses and workshops
at montessorizate.es for
families who want to apply
the Montessori method at
home.

Nitdia Aznarez was
born in Barcelona, but
she is currently living in
Scotland. She is a Forest
School Leader guide, a
biologist and mother of
four. She educates her
children (2004, 2008,
2010, 2013 and 2020)
at home and feels that
Forest School unites
her greatest passions:
nature and education. In
3 Macarrons, her personal
blog, she talks about
homeschooling, natural
care, eco-ideas and much
more.

www.tigriteando.com

http://3macarrons.com/
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Montessorize
6th Edition
Montessorize is the definite guide
to apply the Montessori method at
home.

More than
20.000 copies
sold!

This is the perfect book if you are
looking for information about the
Montessori philosophy and how to
apply it.

PARENTING
Author: Beatriz M. Muñoz
Pages: 304
Published by:
Grijalbo – Spanish
Sold to: Wydawnictwo Mariusz
Jachimczuk Edgard

About the author:

Other
titles

After her successful blog tigriteando.com, Beatriz M. Muñoz brings us a book full of tips for adapting the Montessori method to day
to day life and start a small educational revolution at home. With this new approach, our children will become accustomed to being
more autonomous and responsible. This book offers ideas and tips that will help us understand our children’s behaviour and reactions, prepare our homes so that our children can develop autonomously, take advantage of each day to learn from the little ones in
the house. Beatriz M. Muñoz aims to help all parents who prefer that their children learn to discover the world and make decisions
for themselves, but do not know where to start. In this book we will approach in a simple and entertaining way the Montessori method to incorporate it little by little in our homes.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Beatriz M. Muñoz is the
mother of three girls
and has a long career in
Montessori education.
When she began to
apply Maria Montessori's
method in her own home,
she learned to trust more
in her daughters. In 2013
she wanted to share the
educational activities she
carried out with them
and created Tigriteando.
com, the reference blog
to apply the Montessori
pedagogy at home that
already has numerous
awards, including the Best
Parenting Blog 2016.
Since 2015, she also
teaches on-site and online
courses and workshops
at montessorizate.es for
families who want to apply
the Montessori method at
home.
www.tigriteando.com
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Montessorize

Book of activities to connect with the family
More than 80 activities to practice
with your children the Montessori
method from home.
Includes cut-outs and access to a
multitude of exclusive printables for
the whole family to enjoy!

PARENTING
Author: Beatriz M. Muñoz & Nitdia
Aznárez
Pages: 192
Published by: Grijalbo – Spanish
Sold to: Wydawnictwo Mariusz
Jachimczuk Edgard

Following the theoretical basis of this pedagogy and the development of the child, these
activities will help you to accompany your children to learn and have fun, enhancing
their autonomy and self-confidence. In this book you will find many practical proposals
to discover the world and learn to explore nature. The idea is to provide the perfect tool
to be able to respond to the innate curiosity of your children, and facilitate autonomous
learning experiences. After reading it you will have many more strategies to accompany
you on your way. Let him browse it, discover what captures his attention and observe
everything he learns by following his interests. And in the process, you will surely learn to
connect with yourself, with the child that you were and always will be.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Other
titles

About the author:

About the author:

Beatriz M. Muñoz is the
mother of three girls
and has a long career in
Montessori education.
When she began to
apply Maria Montessori's
method in her own home,
she learned to trust more
in her daughters. In 2013
she wanted to share the
educational activities she
carried out with them
and created Tigriteando.
com, the reference blog
to apply the Montessori
pedagogy at home that
already has numerous
awards, including the Best
Parenting Blog 2016.
Since 2015, she also
teaches on-site and online
courses and workshops
at montessorizate.es for
families who want to apply
the Montessori method at
home.

Nitdia Aznarez was
born in Barcelona, but
she is currently living in
Scotland. She is a Forest
School Leader guide, a
biologist and mother of
four. She educates her
children (2004, 2008,
2010, 2013 and 2020)
at home and feels that
Forest School unites
her greatest passions:
nature and education. In
3 Macarrons, her personal
blog, she talks about
homeschooling, natural
care, eco-ideas and much
more.

www.tigriteando.com

http://3macarrons.com/
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Studying Can Be Fun
An effective learning method
explained to parents.
300 exercises for students from
6 to 12 years old.
Two books in one, with activities
in the end that will allow children
to acquire optimum conditions for
learning and will help them face the
study process with less effort.
Angels Navarro is an specialist in
therapy and skill development
through games.
PARENTING
Author: Àngels Navarro
Pages: 256
Published by:
Oberon Libros – Spanish

Each child is unique, but they all have something very important in common: an innate desire and a great capacity to learn. And us,
as adults, must always be by their side, motivating them, encouraging them, and taking advantage of these qualities to develop their
cognitive potential. Considering today’s complex educational scenario, a book like this, full of valuable advice, techniques, routines
and habits about learning, takes on real importance. With an accessible and practical approach, in its chapters, you will find tools
that will allow you to discover a new way of learning that will help you to stimulate your child’s learning process. But, in addition, you
will find a series of activities aimed at children and young people, with which they will be able to: exercise their senses and focus
their attention, increase their concentration, develop their memory and exercise their reasoning processes.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Àngels Navarro has a
degree in psychology,
with a speciality in
psychomotor activity
and therapy through
games. Her interest in the
development of the mind
has led her to her current
job: ingenuity games in all
its multiple and various
applications –therapeutic,
preventive, formative
or recreational. Many of
her books are fascinating
pieces of handicraft
work. She offers formats
that push beyond the
possibilities of the paper
book. Her work has been
a success in more than 13
markets. She has sold over
5,000,000 copies of her
titles around the world.
www.enginyfactory.com
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Educate for Peace

The Neuroscience of Responsible Happiness
Nora Rodríguez is a
reference in her area
worldwide, she is a guest
speaker as an educational
innovator for the UN.

The world of education and
pedagogy is looking for new
paradigms. This book offers
innovative proposals.

She is at the forefront of
the new developments in
education in Spain and Latin
America.

PARENTING
Author: Nora Rodriguez
232 pages
Published by:
Editorial Kairós – Spanish

Other
titles

It is difficult to educate generations that were born in a hyperactive and technologically designed world. However, human beings are
the only species capable of teaching their offspring to be happy. Evolution has designed our brains to adapt, interact and connect
with others from goodness. It is time to transform education and overthrow the arguments that overestimate the importance of
achievements, individualism and competitiveness at an incredibly early age. It is time to face and stop the feeling of disconnection
that children and adolescents experience every day. Today we know that technology does not make them truly happy and
neuroscience confirms it. It is urgent to give them a meaningful life that removes the feeling of being isolated, without the desire
to have positive connections and internal parties. Educating for responsible happiness is, in this sense, the great challenge of
education.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

About the author:
Nora Rodríguez is a
teacher, essayist and
International lecturer.
She has been a Pioneer
in the study of school
violence in Spain and
a tireless defender of
children’s rights. She has
been the creator of the
degree of Specialist on
School Cohabitation in the
International Youth Justice
School, settled in Brussels.
Currently she directs and
leads a project which has
the objective to promote
Responsible Happiness
spaces in the classrooms,
focusing on the social
brain, of Happy Schools
Institute. Her essays
have been translated
into Chinese, Polish,
Portuguese and Italian.
www.norarodriguez.com
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Talk About Sex with your Children
It has never been so important
to talk about sexuality with
children because of the anonymous
informers that arrive with
technology, stereotypes, and the
hypersexualization of today’s
western society.

PARENTING
Author: Nora Rodríguez
296 pages
Published by:
B de Books -Spanish
Sold to:
Wydawnictwo Literackie - Polish

Nora Rodríguez’s TED talk
«Wake up a child's social
brain and awaken her
talents» has made her a
world reference.
About the author:

Other
titles

The need for sex education has never been as urgent as it is now. Digital culture exposes children to unreal information, which at
their ages comes to them through the group of peers, disconnecting them from what their sexuality implies, which generates fears
and insecurities that go beyond what they would naturally feel for their age. Parents will oversee alleviating the meaning of their
bodily changes, of teaching them how to respect their own body and that of others.

Nora Rodríguez is a
teacher, essayist and
International lecturer.
She has been a Pioneer
in the study of school
violence in Spain and
a tireless defender of
children’s rights. She has
been the creator of the
degree of Specialist on
School Cohabitation in the
International Youth Justice
School, settled in Brussels.
Currently she directs and
leads a project which has
the objective to promote
Responsible Happiness
spaces in the classrooms,
focusing on the social
brain, of Happy Schools
Institute. Her essays
have been translated
into Chinese, Polish,
Portuguese and Italian.
www.norarodriguez.com

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com
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Vitamins for the Brain
Notebooks
Vitamins for the brain is a new collection of activities specifically designed to keep the brain skills of older people in optimal condition.
Each of the three copies brings exercises, riddles and specific activities to develop memory, attention and concentration or to
motivate reasoning. There are activities of varying degrees of difficulty that can be used by all types of people and to keep the
mental challenge constantly.

About the author:

LEISURE / BRAIN
Author: Àngels Navarro
62 pages each
Published by:
Ediciones Urano - Spanish

Memory, Attention and Reasoning. Each of these three
books brings exercises, riddles and specific activities to
develop each of these capacities.
Angels Navarro is an expert in therapy through games.
This is an excellent tool for improving the brain activity.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Àngels Navarro has a
degree in psychology,
with a speciality in
psychomotor activity
and therapy through
games. Her interest in the
development of the mind
has led her to her current
job: ingenuity games in all
its multiple and various
applications –therapeutic,
preventive, formative
or recreational. Many of
her books are fascinating
pieces of handicraft
work. She offers formats
that push beyond the
possibilities of the paper
book. Her work has been
a success in more than 13
markets. She has sold over
5,000,000 copies of her
titles around the world.
www.enginyfactory.com
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Methodology for screenwriting
A rich and entertaning introudcition
to screenwriting, that allows
readers to understand the process
of creating a story through visual
media.

Tomás Aragay is one of
Spain's most celebrated
and awarded screenwriters,
having won multiple awards
in his career
About the author:

Truman won Best motion
Picture and Best writing at
the Goya Awards. It was cowritten by Aragay.

TECHNICAL
Author: Tomás Aragay
296 pages
Published by:
Alba Editorial -Spanish

This book proposes a personal approach to the complete process of writing a solid, complex, formally powerful film script that
also reflects a distinct voice of its own. With his extensive experience in the field of teaching and writing workshops, Tomás Aragay
exposes in a clear, orderly and pedagogical way the tools, questions and devices that constitute the methodology for writing a
screenplay. Through a conscientious analysis of two award-winning films of high value (Truman, by Cesc Gay, whose script he
co-authored, and Plácido, by Berlanga), Método para escribir un guión is a useful text for beginners and students as well as for
professionals who want to revise their way of working. And also for any amateur who is interested in understanding the ins and outs
of screenwriting.

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Tomás Aragay (Barcelona,
1968) is a choreographer
and scriptwriter. He
studied drama and stage
direction at the Institut
del Teatre de Barcelona.
In 1996 he founded with
Roger Bernat the creation
center General Elèctrica
in Barcelona and, in
2001, together with Sofía
Asencio, he started a new
creative adventure, the
Societat Doctor Alonso.
With Cesc Gay he has
shared a career as a
screenwriter in films such
as Krampack (2000), En la
ciudad (2003) and Ficción
(2006). He has taught
screenwriting at ESCAC
since 2001.
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A journey through fashion
A beautiful and very well knitted
journey through the last centuries
of fashion through the icons and
big names that have historically
accompanied high coture

Vicente Gallart is an expert
in fashion and has long
collaborated with magazines
and all sorts of media
commenting and talking
about it.
His is a view that looks at
things from experience,
understanding and
perspective.

HISTORY
Author: Vicente Gallart
Illustrator: Elena Mir
300 pages
Published by:
Alba Editorial -Spanish

The 20th century saw the most radical revolution in fashion, which went from being the exclusive patrimony of an elite to being part
of the lives of many of the inhabitants of the planet. Until reaching the total democratization that we live in today, there has been a
process in which this artistic and creative discipline has been gaining greater social importance and greater media impact.
A journey through fashion travels, decade after decade, the past twentieth century and the first two decades of the twenty-first
century from a historical, social and economic perspective, discovering the different styles of each era. The objective is to detail the
distant and recent past of fashion through its styles, designers and icons. In this intense journey, art, theater, dance, cinema, music
and television are making an appearance to form, with fashion, a fascinating tandem that has reached the present day since 2001.
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The Symphony of Freedom
This book offers a great overview
of political music of all times,
composers and performers.
For music lovers, who will enjoy this
facet of the prestigious musicologist
and journalist Antoni Batista.
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Other
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Mozart did politics. Beethoven is the legacy that the French Revolution left to the European Union. Chopin, Verdi, Sibelius, Falla
claimed for free homelands. Dvorak invented symphonic federalism. Shostakovich’s immense creativity defeated Stalinism. Casals
challenged Franco and Hitler. Celibidache rebelled against the record industry. Barenboim united Palestinians and Jews... Music and
politics have been intertwined throughout history, but it is a relationship that is little less than unknown. The symphony of freedom
gathers its most significant encounters. In addition to abundant information, which will surprise many, this book contains original
musicological contributions from an author who manages to combine the intellectual challenge of the essay with the fast-paced
rhythm of the narrative.
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Bergoglio’s Dictionary:
The Keywords of a Pontificate
With a prologue by Antonio
Spadaro S.J.
Francesc Torralba is one of the few
secular people who are consultants
of the Pontifical Council for Culture
of the Holy See.
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This book is focused in Pope Francis, in which the author analyses the language and the way the Pope communicates. “Spiritual
Alzheimer’s”, “balconear”, “ecological conversion”, “culture of discarding”, “marialism”, “mercy”, “prime”, “psychology of the grave”
or “revolution of tenderness” are some of the voices from this Bergoglio Dictionary, which gathers the concepts that support
the framework of one of the most exciting Papacy in the history of the Church. A pontificate full of symbolic images and peculiar
gestures from which Francesc Torralba recovers the ideas and principles of a pontificate that transcends the apparent and shows us
his thoughts.
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